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Abstract. In this work, the many-ﬂuid magnetohydrody-
namic theory is applied to describe the modiﬁcation of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld of the ionospheric E-layer by acoustic-
type waves. There, altitudinal proﬁles of the electromag-
netic ﬁeld and the plasma parameters of the atmosphere and
ionosphere are taken into account. It is concluded that at E-
region altitudes above seismo-active regions, magnetohydro-
dynamic waves as Alfv´ en and magnetoacoustic ones might
change their amplitude and direction of propagation. Waves
of the Farley-Buneman type might also be excited a few days
before very strong earthquakes. The collisions between the
neutral and charged particles of the E-layer also cause diffu-
sion and heating processes. Thus, changes of the character-
istic foE-frequency might be obtained.
1 Introduction
Acousticandacoustic-gravitywaveswereindeedobservedat
subionospheric altitudes during earthquake preparation times
(Cook, 1971; Koshevaya et al., 2002; Rozhnoi et al., 2007;
Pulinets and Boyarchuk, 2004; Hayakawa, 2011). Thus, in
some of the models of lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere
coupling before earthquakes, it is assumed that atmospheric
acoustic and acoustic-gravity waves are generated several
days before earthquakes in earthquake preparation zones
and that they propagate from the Earth’s surface through
the atmosphere up to ionospheric altitudes (Shalimov and
Gokhberg, 1998; Pulinets and Boyarchuk, 2004; Liperovsky
et al., 2008). There, due to collisions between the neutral and
charged particles, disturbances of the charged particle densi-
tiesarepossible. InionosphericE-layers, atmosphericacous-
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tic and acoustic-gravity waves interact in particular with spo-
radic layers and cause nonlinear current systems and diffu-
sion processes.
Liperovskaya et al. (1994) found that acoustic-gravity
waves with periods of 2–3h can apparently cause the diffu-
sion of sporadic E-layers at distances of about 1000km from
the wave generation region. Further, upon investigating the
interaction of infrasound waves of seismic origin with spo-
radic layers, it was found that waves observable by ground-
based radar stations of the Farley-Buneman type, may be ex-
cited (Liperovsky et al., 1997; Meister, 1995).
Besides this, in (Koshevaya et al., 2002) it was concluded
that at E-region altitudes, the conversion of sound waves into
Alfv´ en waves is possible.
The theoretical description of the wave conversion in a
stratiﬁed magnetized plasma has yet to be further devel-
oped. Solutions for acoustic waves are well-described for
non-magnetic systems using one-ﬂuid magnetohydrodynam-
ics; when studying electromagnetic waves one usually ne-
glects the stratiﬁcation of the medium and the ﬁnite electri-
cal conductivity values (Koshevaya et al., 2002; Sturrock,
1994) or the collisions between neutral and charged particles
(Axelsson, 1998). Nonetheless it is of interest to analyse the
modiﬁcation of electromagnetic waves that have been locally
excited in the atmosphere by acoustic-type ones. In the work
of (Meister et al., 2010), some ﬁrst steps were made to con-
siderwithintheframeofmulti-ﬂuidmagnetohydrodynamics,
altitudinal proﬁles of particle velocities and electromagnetic
ﬁelds in an isothermal system. Thus, in the present paper it
is attempted to consider the modulation of magnetoacoustic
waves by acoustic-type ones within the frame of multi-ﬂuid
magnetohydrodynamics, taking into account altitudinal pro-
ﬁles of the non-isothermal, isotropic ionospheric E-layer.
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2 Variation of electromagnetic waves by acoustic ones
In the proposed multi-ﬂuid magnetohydrodynamic model,
the variation and excitation of electromagnetic waves by
acoustic-type ones is studied starting with the continuity
equations of the charged (a =e – electron, a =i – ion), and
neutral (a =n) particles,
∂na
∂t
+∇(nava)=0, (1)
the momentum balances
na
∂va
∂t
=−
gradpa
ma
+
qana
ma
E+na[va×ωa] (2)
+nag−
na
ma
X
b
mabνab(va−vb),
and the equation of state

∂
∂t
+v∇
 
pρ−γ
=0, p=
X
a
pa, (3)
ρ =
X
a
mana, ρv =
X
a
manava. (4)
va, ma, na, ωa, and pa describe the velocities, masses, num-
ber densities, cyclotron frequencies, and the partial pressure
of the particles of type a, respectively. mab =mamb/(ma +
mb), γ is the polytropic coefﬁcient, and νab are the frequen-
cies of the collisions between particles of kinds a and b. b
designates charged and neutral particles too. Besides, the
Maxwell equations are taken into account (replacement cur-
rents are neglected),
rotB(r,t)=µoj(r,t)=µoqe(neve−nivi), (5)
rotE(r,t)=−
∂B(r,t)
∂t
, (6)
divB(r,t)=0, (7)
divE(r,t)=
qe
εo
(ne−ni). (8)
Under equilibrium conditions (index “o”), when all par-
ticle velocities equal zero, one obtains for the momentum
balance
−
gradpao
ma
+
qanao
ma
Eo+naog =0 (9)
the solution
nao(z)=nao(zo)
To(zo)
To(z)
exp(−z/Ha(z)). (10)
Ha(z)=z/



z Z
zo
mng−qaEoz(z∗)
kBTo(z∗)
dz∗



(11)
is the altitudinal-dependent scale height of the pressure of the
Earth’s atmosphere and ionosphere. Further, the background
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Fig. 1. Temperature according to the Mikhailov-model Eq. (12)
(dashed line – α =0.1, dotted line – α =0.3), experimental MSIS-
E-90 Atmosphere Model temperature data (VITMO) (full line), and
present electric ﬁeld model Eoz = Eo(1+az) (dash-dot-dot-dot
line) in dependence on the altitude.
vertical electric ﬁeld is approximated by a linear expression
Eoz(z) = Eo(z = 0)(1+az), a = −5×10−3 km, Eo(z = 0)
= 40mVm−1 is found ﬁtting Eoz(z) to data presented in
(Pfaff et al., 2005). z=0 corresponds to an altitude of 80km.
Values of the background electric ﬁeld at altitudes between
80km and 130km are presented in Fig. 1. It has to be noted,
that the direction of E considered in (Pfaff et al., 2005) is
unclear. Here it is assumed that the presented data are those
of the vertical electric ﬁeld.
Further, taking into account that the height scale of the
density of the oxygen molecules O2 with mass mn may be
described by Hn(z)=Ho+αz, α =0.1–0.3, Ho =kBT(zo =
0)/(mng) (Michailov et al., 2007), one ﬁnds for the temper-
ature T of the E-layer, which is equal for all particles
T(z)=
mng(Ho+αz)2
kBHo
,
∂T(z)
∂z
=
2αT(z)
Ho+αz
. (12)
Then for the altitudinal scale height of the pressure of neutral
and ionized particles of mean mass mn ≈mi and charge qa
follows
−
z
Ha(z)
≈−Ho
z Z
0
mng−qaEo(1+az)
mng(Ho+αz)2 dz=−
z
Ho+αz
(13)
+
qaEoz
mng(Ho+αz)

1−
Hoa
α

+
HoqaEoa
mngα2 ln|
αz
Ho
+1|.
Temperature proﬁles of the E-layer according to Eq. (12)
are presented in Fig. 1 for α equal to 0.1 and 0.3. The tem-
perature values are compared with experimental data taken
from the MSIS-E-90 Atmospheric Model of the Virtual Iono-
sphere, Thermosphere, Mesosphere Observatory (VITMO)
(http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/msis vitmo.html).
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Next, it is supposed that the plasma system is perturbed
by an acoustic-gravity or infrasound wave, expressed by the
velocity of the neutral particles vn. In such a case, also the
partial pressures and densities of the plasma particles as well
as the electromagnetic ﬁeld show deviations from the equi-
librium values,
va =δva, na =nao+δna, pa =pao+δpa, (14)
E =Eo+δE, B =Bo+δB.
The index “o” designates the unperturbed values of the pa-
rameters. In the following it is assumed that the unperturbed
electric and magnetic ﬁelds are directed along the z-axis.
The mean electric ﬁeld Eo is altitudinal dependent, and the
mean magnetic ﬁeld Bo is constant. Viscosity effects are ne-
glected.
Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (8) and averaging over the
deviations, one ﬁnds
neo(z)=nio(z)+η, η=
εoaEo
qe
. (15)
Then the altitudinal proﬁle of the background electron pres-
sure may be presented by
peo(z)=kBneo(z)To(z) (16)
=kBnio(z)To(z)+ηkBTo(z)=pio(z)+ηkBTo(z)
=pio(z=0)exp[−z/Hi(z)]+ηkBTo(z).
Further, putting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (1–3), subtracting the
equilibrium values, and retaining only terms of ﬁrst order
in the perturbations, one arrives at the following equations
(ωca =qaB/ma):
∂δna
∂t
+∇(naoδva)=0, (17)
nao
∂δva
∂t
=−
1
ma
gradδpa+
qa
ma
δnaEoz+
qa
ma
naoδE (18)
+naoδva×ωao+δnag−
nao
ma
X
b
mabνab(δva−δvb),
δva[ρ∇po−γpo∇ρo]+ρo
∂δp
∂t
−γpo
∂δρ
∂t
=0. (19)
From the Maxwell equations follows for the electromagnetic
ﬁeld of the plasma disturbances
rotδE =−
∂δB
∂t
, (20)
divδE =
qe
εo
(δne−δni), (21)
rotδB =µoδj =µoqe(neoδve−nioδvi), (22)
divδB =0. (23)
Usually, to obtain the relations for the waves excited in the
non-stratiﬁed plasma, one introduces the Fourier transfor-
mation of the plasma parameters and of the electromagnetic
ﬁeld. But, since the background plasma pressure and parti-
cle densities show an exponential decrease with the altitude,
solving the system of Eqs. (17–23), for the plasma and elec-
tromagnetic ﬁeld parameters here the following expressions
are assumed:
δZ =δZoexp

−
z
2Ha
+ikr−iωt

, (24)
Z ={na,pa,Ez,Bz}, a ={i,n},
δZ =δZoexp

−
z
2Hi
+ikr−iωt

, (25)
Z ={Ei,Bi}, i ={x,y},
δva =δvaoexp

z
2Ha
+ikr−iωt

, (26)
It is of importance that, omitting horizontal proﬁles of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld, the altitudinal scales of this ﬁeld (Hx
and Hy) have to be chosen differently in the x- and y-
directions. Otherwise, no magnetic ﬁeld disturbances will
occur. Thus, the model presented here is valid only locally,
and there have to be experimental data used for the horizontal
scales.
Substituting Eq. (24) in the continuity Eq. (17), one gets
(a =i,n)
iωδnao =
pao
kBTo
(ik−unz)δvao−
2pao
kBTo
(u+
α
Ho+αz
)δvaoz,
(27)
iωδneo =
pio+η
kBTo
(ik−unz)δveo−
2pio
kBTo
(u+
α
Ho+αz
)δveoz,
(28)
u=
1
2Hi
−
z
2H2
i
∂Hi
∂z
. (29)
The index i in Eq. (29) describes the ions. For the linearized
equation of state Eq. (19) follows
−iωδpo+iγ
poω
ρo
δρo+δvozs(z)=0, (30)
δpo =
X
a
δpao, δρo =
X
a
maδnao, (31)
δvo =
X
a
manaoδvao/ρo,
s(z)=−2u(pno+2pio)+
2ηkBαTo(z)
(Ho+αz)
(32)
+
2γpo
ρo
(pnomn+piomi)
kBTo

u+
α
Ho+αz

.
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Expressing the plasma pressure p by the equation of state of
the ideal plasma, pa =kBTna, one obtains with
δpa =kBToδna+naokBδT (33)
from Eq. (30) for the temperature ﬂuctuations in the E-layer
δT =
γpoω/ρoδρ−ωkBT
P
a
δna−is(z)δvz
ωkB
P
a
nao
. (34)
Further, the linearized Maxwell equations Eqs. (20–22) may
be transformed into the relations
δEoxez/(2Hi)−z/(2Hx) =
iωµoqe
k2
xk2
y(ux−uy)2 (35)
n
(neoδveox −nioδviox)k2
x[k2
⊥+(kk+iuy)(kk+iux)]
+(neoδveoy −nioδvioy)[k2
⊥+(kk+iuy)2]kxky
+(neoδveoz−nioδvioz)
h
kx(kk+iuy)2(kk+iux)
+k2
ykx(kk+iux)+k3
x(kk+iuy)
io
,
δEoyez/(2Hi)−z/(2Hy) =
iωµoqe
k2
xk2
y(ux−uy)2 (36)
n
(neoδveox −nioδviox)[k2
⊥+(kk+iux)2]kxky
+(neoδveoy −nioδvioy)k2
y[k2
⊥+(kk+iux)(kk+iuy)]
+(neoδveoz−nioδvioz)
h
ky(kk+iux)2(kk+iuy)
+k2
xky(kk+iuy)+k3
y(kk+iux)
io
,
δEoz =
iωµoqe
k2
xk2
y(ux−uy)2 (37)
n
(neoδveox −nioδviox)kx
h
k2
x(kk+iux)
+k2
y(kk+iuy)+(kk+iux)2(kk+iuy)
i
+(neoδveoy −nioδvioy)ky
h
k2
y(kk+iuy)
+k2
x(kk+iux)+(kk+iux)(kk+iuy)2
i
+(neoδveoz−nioδvioz)
h
k2
⊥(kk+iux)(kk+iuy)
+(kk+iux)2(kk+iuy)2
io
,
ux =
1
2Hx
−
z
2H2
x
∂Hx
∂z
, uy =
1
2Hy
−
z
2H2
y
∂Hy
∂z
.
From the linearized momentum equation Eq. (18) follows
−iωδvno =−
(ik−unz)δpno
mnnno
+gδnno/nno (38)
−
miνni
mi +mn
(δvno−δvio)−
meνne
mn
(δvno−δveo),
−iωδveo =−
(ik−unz)δpeo
meneo
+
qeEoznz
meneo
δneo (39)
+
qe
me
e−z/2Hi(z)−ikr+iωtδE+ωceδveoynx−ωceδveoxny
+gδneo/neo−νei(δveo−δvio)−νen(δveo−δvno),
−iωδvio =−
(ik−unz)δpio
minio
+
qiEonz
minio
δnio (40)
+
qi
mi
e−z/2Hi(z)−ikr+iωtδE
+ωciδvioynx−ωciδvioxny+gδnio/nio
−νie
me
mi
(δvio−δveo)−νin
mn
mn+mi
(δvio−δvno).
Thus, expressing in the equations Eqs. (38–40) δpao by the
formulae Eqs. (33, 34), δEo by Eqs. (35–7), as well as δnao
and δneo by Eqs. (27–29), one ﬁnds a dispersion relation
of magnetohydrodynamic waves in the ionospheric E-layer
caused by the motion of neutral and ionized particles. The
expression for the dispersion relation is rather large. Thus
it will not be given here. It has to be solved numerically.
Here, onlyaﬁrstdiscussionsofthespecialsolutionofAlfv´ en
waves modiﬁed by the acoustic ones is presented.
If one forms the sum of Eqs. (39, 40) describing the mo-
mentum balance of the plasma components of the system,
one obtains (neoνei =nioνie, mi ≈mn)
−iωρoδv1o=−(ik−unz)δpo (41)
−eEoznz(δneo−δnio)−eηe
−z
2Hi −ikr+iωtδE
+
1
µo
e
−z
2Ha −ikr+iωt[rotδB×Bo]+g(meδneo+miδnio)
−νenmeneo(δveo−δvno)−νin
minio
2
(δvio−δvno).
δv1o =
X
a=e,i
manaoδvao/(meneo+minio).
The y-component of this relation reads
−iωρoδv1oy =−ikyδpo+eηe
−z
2Hi −ikr+iωtδEy (42)
+
1
µo
Boz

ikyδBoz+[uy−ikk]e
−z
2Hi −ikr+iωtδBy

−νenmeneo(δveoy −δvnoy)−νin
minio
2
(δvioy −δvnoy).
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If one neglects particle collisions, the electric back-
ground ﬁeld (considering inﬁnite electrical conductivity
values) and the stratiﬁcation of the atmosphere, the y-
component of Eq. (42) coincides with the dispersion rela-
tion of Alfv´ en waves usually considered (see, e.g. Sturrock,
1994, Eqs. 14.1.25, 14.1.29). For wave vectors in the x-z-
plane (this assumption does not restrict the general solution),
δvoy is proportional to δBoy. One ﬁnds a dispersion relation
ω2 =v2
Ak2
k, v2
A =
B2
o
muo(neome+niomi)
, (43)
for the waves which are transverse to the background mag-
netic ﬁeld.
Collisions of charged particles with the neutral ones
change the growth rate of the Alfv´ en waves, as follows from
Eq. (42). In case of ﬂuctuations of the velocities of the neu-
tral particles larger than the ﬂuctuations of the speeds of the
charged particles (δvnoy >δveoy,δvioy), for instance by infra-
sound or acoustic-gravity waves, the wave amplitudes should
grow. Further, taking into account a ﬁnite electrical conduc-
tivity of the atmosphere, δvoy is also correlated to magnetic
ﬁeld ﬂuctuations δBoz parallel to the background ﬁeld Bo as
δEy =
iω
kx(uy−ux)
[kxδBx +kyδBy +(kk+iux)δBz]. (44)
Thus, we have found that in the ionospheric E-layer, nor-
mal Alfv´ en waves may be generated. The amplitudes and
propagation directions of the waves are modiﬁed by up-
streaming acoustic waves. This phenomenon is possible
when the frequency of the acoustic waves is larger than the
cut-off frequency  = cs/2Hi, so that the waves penetrate
into the E-layer (Liperovsky et al., 1997; Meister, 1995; Ko-
shevaya et al., 2002). Via collisions of the neutral particles
with the charged ones, the momentum of the neutral parti-
cles is transferred to the plasma components. Then the vari-
ations of the velocities of the charged particles generate an
electromagnetic wave ﬁeld. The waves may be Alfv´ en ones,
but magnetoacoustic waves or the so-called Farley-Buneman
waves may also occur. The wave generation is inﬂuenced by
the background electromagnetic ﬁeld and by the altitudinal
proﬁles of the plasma parameters.
In Liperovsky et al. (1997), considering acoustic waves
withfrequenciesof5×10−3−20Hzandneglectingviscosity
effects, the Farley-Buneman waves were found to be caused
by the y-components of the electron velocities. Neglecting
altitudinal proﬁles of the plasma and magnetic wave ﬁelds
δB in the E-layer, it was already found by (Meister, 1995)
that always three electrostatic waves of the Farley-Buneman
type (described by Eqs. 39, 40) exist. One wave possesses
a growing amplitude, and the other two waves are damped.
The non-damped wave has in the E-layer (T =250K, νen =
4×104 Hz, νen = 1.4×103 Hz, ωce = 5.3×106 Hz) wave
numbers of the order of 1–70m−1 and phase velocities of
about 500ms−1. The Farley-Buneman waves are driven by
Fig. 2. Three solutions of the dispersion relation of Farley-
Buneman waves. The wave frequencies equal ωj =ω∗
j +kyVeyo, γi
describes the growth rates, Veyo – the amplitude of the electron Hall
velocity exciting the waves, and k is the wave number. j ={1,2,3}
(Meister, 1995).
the Hall velocity of the electrons, which is proportional to
the neutral gas velocity, vey ≈ 3–6 vn. The waves are excited
under the condition that
vey >Vcrit ≈cs(1+R), (45)
c2
s =
γp
neome+niomi +nnomn
, R =
−νenνin
ωeωi
.
The Hall currents cause ﬂuctuations of the magnetic ﬁeld in
the directions of the neutral gas motion and along the mean
magnetic ﬁeld.
The electron velocities parallel to the earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld are of the order of 0.025 veza ≈ 2.5–5 vey, where a
is the horizontal dimension of the sporadic E-layer amount-
ing to a few hundreds of meters. Thus vez may reach 720–
1900ms−1 at neutral gas velocities larger than 50ms−1, and
it may generate rather strong variations of the magnetic ﬁeld.
In addition, the plasma will be heated (Liperovsky and Meis-
ter, 1996).
3 Discussion of the results and conclusions
1. First steps have been performed to investigate the mod-
iﬁcation of the electromagnetic ﬁeld of the ionospheric
E-layer by acoustic-type waves, which might be gen-
erated by earthquake precursors or for meteorological
reasons.
2. Using many-ﬂuid magnetohydrodynamics, a full sys-
tem of equations describing electromagnetic waves in
the E-layer has been derived analytically. Inﬂuences
of the background electromagnetic ﬁeld as well as the
stratiﬁcation of the atmosphere have been taken into ac-
count.
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3. Concerning electromagnetic waves in the E-layer, one
may conclude that usual (according to the work of Stur-
rock, 1994) magnetohydrodynamic waves like Alfv´ en
and magnetoacoustic ones are generated in the E-layer.
These waves are modiﬁed with respect to amplitude and
the direction of motion by acoustic-type waves prop-
agating into the E-layer from lower altitudes. Such
acoustic-type waves might be of seismic origin. But
they also occur for meteorological reasons.
4. Almost electrostatic waves of the Farley-Buneman type
might also be generated in seismo-active regions at E-
layer altitudes a few days before earthquakes. Solutions
for the dispersion relation and excitation conditions of
the waves are discussed.
5. Wave turbulence in the ionospheric E-layer, and espe-
cially in sporadic E-layers, should inﬂuence the iono-
grams observed by ionospheric vertical radar stations.
And indeed, some tendencies of variations of Es-spread
effects have been observed (Liperovsky et al., 1999a, b,
2000, 2005).
6. Additional Joule heating caused by acoustic waves –
and the corresponding increased intensities of the verti-
calatmosphericcurrents–resultalsoinmodiﬁcationsof
the charged particle densities of the ionosphere (Meis-
ter, 1995; Liperovsky and Meister, 1996; Liperovsky et
al., 1996; Meister et al., 1998). Thus, changes in the
characteristic frequencies foE might be obtained.
7. The complete numerical solution of the system of
Eqs. (27, 28, 32–37) is a task for future work.
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